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ABSTRACT

Space and water heating account for nearly two-thirds of energy consumption in U.S.
homes, and a large contributor to energy costs of end-use residential dwellings. Most
home heating systems in the United States are fueled by fossil fuels - natural gas and
fuel oil (heating oil) - representing more than 50 percent of all U.S. homes' heating. These
heating systems result in higher greenhouse gas emissions than electric heating systems
now, and the emissions difference will increase as the grid trends toward lower carbon
intensity in the decades ahead. Electrification of residential heating systems, by
eliminating site fossil fuel use for heating, provides an important element of ultimately
achieving carbon-free buildings.

The objective of this research is to analyze the heating load of end-use residential
dwellings. The research for this thesis achieves this by first conducting a survey of energy
usage profile of some residents in Boston, Massachusetts and Houston, Texas. It then
applies a thermal model to simulate building heat load, which was used in developing an
electrification cost model to verify and validate the case for electrification of residential
dwellings. Thermal models were developed for two cities, Boston and Houston, having
contrasting winter weather and electricity rates. The model simulated heat load demand
and energy outputs from heat pumps in both cities and analyzed resulting data and
potential tradeoffs compared with electric resistance and gas furnace heating systems.

Results show that heat in residential dwellings using electric air-source heat pumps
(ASHPs) is more cost-effective and energy efficient compared with other heating systems.
Model analyses indicate that heat demand in residential dwellings, which increase as
outside temperature decreases due to heat loss, is disproportionately higher at low
temperatures because the performance of ASHPs drops with outside temperature.
However, ASHP performance is higher in Houston compared to Boston due to milder
winter temperatures in the former. And the "balance point" between heat load and energy
output decreases as capacity of ASHP increases.

Thesis Supervisor: Harvey Michaels
Title: Sloan Lecturer, Energy Management Innovation
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1. Introduction

Several climate data and models have led to conclusion that the earth is getting warmer

and the cause of the warming effect is man-made. The Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change (IPCC) agreement in Paris in 2011 set a target of not more than 20C

earth's temperature rise above pre-industrial temperatures, but with an aspirational target

of 1.50C. But depending on our definition of when "pre-industrial" is, our available carbon

budget may be smaller than expected. [] However, we are not on track to meet even the

most conservative target of 20C. To stay below the 1.50C, we need to embark on another

green industrial revolution to transition from fossil fuels. The developed world needs to

reduce energy-related carbon in electric production, transportation, and building end use

for heating and hot water by 85% to achieve a carbon balance that stops further warming,

along with some changes in agriculture and beef consumption. The Paris treaty if adhered

to and extended would achieve this balance in 2068 at 3.50C. To limit to 1.50C we need

to achieve this by 2040 and reach 50% by 2030. Unfortunately, transitioning from fossil

fuels to non-carbon-based fuels and renewables alone does not stop global warming. We

will also need to embark on carbon-sink solutions to remove excess carbon trapped in

earth's atmosphere. Such solutions include planting of trees and cover crops, direct air

and seawater capture of carbon and stored underground or in long-lived products, and

"enhanced weathering", which is the natural reaction of carbon-dioxide with some

minerals thereby turning carbon from a gas into a solid. [21

Though the United States is no longer party to the Paris agreement, some states in the

country are moving to adhere to the premise of the agreement by commissioning

programs and setting their own carbon emission targets, as have hundreds of cities

worldwide. [31 Cities like Boston and New York City have developed strategies that enable

them to achieve carbon neutrality goals. Carbon-neutrality implies that cities like Boston

and New York run on 85% clean energy. [4] Massachusetts already has law requiring

80% clean electric power grid by 2050. The city of Boston has issued its 2019 "Carbon-

free Boston" report outlining its carbon-neutrality goal. [ California also has a law that

requires 100% of the state's electricity to come from carbon-free sources by 2045. [6]
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Colorado is rolling out legislation that would cut total greenhouse gas emissions

drastically 90% as compared to 2005 levels, by the year 2050. [7] Climate data and

models have shown that to be consistent with a world with carbon balance, not only 85%

of electric power generation has to be carbon-free, but also need to achieve 85% carbon-

free buildings and transportation. By end-use sectors, buildings and transportation

account for whopping 68% of energy consumption [8] and more than 70% of carbon-

dioxide emissions in the U.S. Buildings also account for nearly all of 39% of total energy

consumption by residential and commercial end-use sectors in 2017, [9] and more than

35% of total carbon-dioxide emissions from all end-use sectors. [10] Renewable sources

like solar and wind are having greater penetration in the power generation market space,

with both accounting for nearly 10% of the United States' electrical generation. [I] Both

are essential towards carbon neutrality; however, we also need other measures including

electrification of buildings and transportation.

Electrification is a strategy for transitioning from carbon-based energy sources to electric.

By electrifying buildings, we can transition from natural gas space and hot water heating

to electricity, and in the case of transportation from gasoline and diesel to electricity. The

lingering question is how we make the transition and what are the associated

technological, social and economic costs. At current emission levels, we are likely to

exceed 1.50C carbon budget by 2030 and on track for more than 3.50C global warming

by 2100, a degree above IPCC target. [4] Hence, substantial effort is required from the

United States and other industrialized nations to quickly take actions to avert worst effects

of global warming. Excluding electricity consumption, most of energy consumed in

buildings is for space heating / cooling and hot water.[12 An Energy Information

Administration (EIA) Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS) conducted in 2009

shows that heating accounts for 22% of residential energy use in Texas, and 59% in

Massachusetts; while cooling accounts for 19% and 1% respectively.131 In electrifying

buildings towards carbon neutrality, the following key strategies are needed: (1) energy

efficiency and demand-response programs; (2) generation and accessibility to clean,

carbon-free energy, (3) democratize electricity rates for affordability across all income

levels; [14] (4) enact and update building policies, rules and codes to reflect buildings'
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transition from fossil fuels to electricity; [14] (5) financial incentives and tax breaks for

retrofitting and conversion to electricity; and (6) facilitate research and encourage

development of energy efficient technologies, including thermal storage and power

batteries.

To achieve a carbon-neutral building and reduce cost of switching from fossil fuels to

electricity in residential heating, one has to look at current energy sources used in

buildings. Most buildings' air-conditioning systems are powered by electricity; however,

the heating fuel source is primarily electricity in the South and natural gas in rest of the

United States. In colder regions of the U.S., residential households are less reliant on

electricity and use more fossil fuels (natural gas, fuel oil, propane) as their primary

heating fuel source, resulting in higher direct greenhouse gas emissions. Massachusetts

on average used 109 million Btu of energy per home in 2009, 22% more than the national

average. [151 For the same year, an average household in Texas used 77 million Btu,

about 14% less than national average. [16] Moreover, average electricity consumption per

Texas home is 26 percent [161 higher than the U.S. average, while the average electricity

consumption per Massachusetts home is about 35% lower than the U.S. average. [151

Since more energy is required for heating than for cooling and majority of heating is from

fossil fuel sources, moving to electrify U.S. residential heating at optimal cost gets us

closer to carbon-neutral residential dwellings. The ability to forecast, predict and optimize

energy usage for space and water heating offers a way for energy consumers and policy

makers to gain insights into a real-time usage profile and corresponding improvements in

efficiency standards, real-time adjustments in consumption, as well as social and

economic costs. In analyzing the heating load of the end-use residential sector, the

following three questions are answered in this research thesis:

" What are the tradeoffs with natural gas as primary source of residential heating

versus electrified heating?

- What does it take to transition from natural gas to electricity?

" What is the economic cost of electrifying home heating compared to fossil fuel

use?
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This research focusses on two states in different geographic and climatic regions of the

United States - Massachusetts and Texas. The difference in consumption between the

two states is that Texas households use electricity mainly as energy source for air

conditioning; while Massachusetts residents use more of natural gas and fuel oil as their

energy source for heating. [15,161 The research thesis is organized as follows:

" Chapter One is an introduction to the problems being addressed and review of

both historical and current statistics related to end-use energy consumption and

especially, space heating of buildings.

" Chapter Two presents a review of existing literature on what research have been

done related directly or indirectly on electrifying heating in buildings and especially

residential dwellings, as well as thermal models of buildings' heating systems.

" Chapter Three describes the methodology employed in modeling, building

characteristics, input parameters, as well as assumptions made.

- Chapter Four presents the results of survey and models, including heating demand

and associated economic and emission costs.

" Chapter Five analyzes the results by deducing key factors and pathways to

electrification of end-use residential sector.

- Chapter Six is a conclusion summarizing key points deduced from the research to

help reach target goal of carbon-neutral buildings by 2050.
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2. Literature Review on Electrifying Heat

Energy usage by residential households in the United States have changed over the

years and across regions. As a result of climate change and effects of global warming

becoming more visible, government and policy makers at the state and federal level are

instituting legislation and environmental rules to mitigate its effect. Utility generators are

changing their fuel mix in generating electricity. State and local governments are also

offering incentives to individuals and companies investing in renewable energy. This has

created price dynamics for both power generators and retail consumers and caused shifts

in consumer behavior in support of energy management.

More and more, research is focusing on electrifying heating of buildings and

transportation. These are end-use sectors with the largest direct consumption of fossil

fuels and contributors to greenhouse gas emissions. The United States has proposed

reduction targets for greenhouse gas emissions of 17% by 2020, and between 26-28%

by 2025 relative to 2005 levels. [] Transportation and buildings also account for the

largest emissions by end-use sector in the European Union. The European Commission

is tasked to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 20% below 1990 levels by 2020 and

by 40% below 1990 levels by 2030. [] Achieving these targets does not solely hinge on

having carbon-free transportation and carbon-free utility power plants (i.e., renewable

power plants), but also requires having carbon-free buildings. Since most of direct

greenhouse gas emissions in buildings is from heating and hot water, reducing use of

fossil fuel for space heating and hot water generation is key towards carbon-free buildings

in U.S. cities and states. Businesses and households have roles to play in making our

building sector energy efficient and carbon-neutral by 2050. Scientists and data analysts

are working with various cities in the U.S looking into ways of reducing carbon footprint

across all end-use sectors. Scientists using computer modeling and citywide datasets

show how New York City can improve the efficiency of its building sector. [3] With

technologies and support from businesses and local governments, New York City can

improve efficiency of its buildings and reduce their carbon footprint by more than 60%. [3]

Technology advances can help increase energy efficiency by improving building
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envelopes, window insulation to control air flow and moisture, wall materials with better

heat resistance, higher performance lighting, and digitalization with better predictive and

cost optimization models. [4]

Electrification of end-use sectors is a major pathway to carbon neutrality. Using an

ultimately decarbonized energy source, electricity for space heating, cooling, hot water

generation, etc. instead of fossil fuels, will greatly reduce buildings' emissions. [4] More

efficient heat pump technologies, decarbonizing grid in the Northeast corridor, and

aggressive carbon mandates from state and local governments have helped in changing

the energy usage and carbon footprints of existing buildings. [5] As example, the Deep

Decarbonization Pathways Project (DDPP) established three primary goals by 2050 that

affect new buildings: (1) 80% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from 1990 level; (2)

90% energy from decarbonized electric power in building end-uses; and (3) highly energy

efficient buildings. [6] Meeting these goals by 2050 requires almost completely eliminating

the use of natural gas in buildings. This will not be an easy process to accomplish, nor an

easy proposition to sell to building owners and users as long as electricity rates are still

relatively higher than natural gas, and potential costs of making buildings more efficient

could be prohibitive. Also, because of the complex interactions of mitigation actions to

meet these goals there are tradeoffs involved. For instance, changing the fuel mix such

that electricity supply comes from cleaner sources amplifies the reductions that can be

achieved by electrifying energy end-uses. However, having cleaner electricity dampens

the mitigation effect of energy-efficient equipment. One way of determining the optimal

cost-effective decarbonization pathway that will meet the goals is through leveraging of

the complexity of these interactions. [7]

The performance metrics and policy goals for energy conservation are changing. Simple

energy conservation of past years focused on energy consumption and efficiencies is

shifting more towards greenhouse gas reductions. It no longer suffices to gauge

performance in energy conservation on how much less electricity and natural gas is

consumed, or just on energy efficiencies of appliances; moreso, on the degree of

reduction in carbon-based emissions. Hence, there is a growing consensus for
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'environmentally beneficial electrification' and a new performance measure on 'emissions

efficiency' of end-uses. [8] Efficient technologies exist today that can deliver electric

energy for buildings' end uses. Some other direct-fueled end uses such as backup

generators, and backup space heaters for extremely cold weather do not have effective

electric power substitutes; however, they represent a smaller fraction of building energy

usage. [9] The challenge is not an issue of efficient technology; rather, it is primarily

economic. An investigation of supply-demand options is conducted to assess California's

future energy systems in order to meet its greenhouse gas emissions reduction target of

80% by 2050. [101 Academic studies on electrification pathways have analyzed high

percentage rate of electrification in the building sector. Greenblatt et. al. [I1] assumes

70% of space heating in California for instance will be electrified by 2050. Weiss et. al. [12]

as well as Steinberg et. al. [13] assume all U.S. residential and commercial end uses are

electrified by 2050. This is a very ambitious undertaking. We probably do not need to

reach 100% electrification to meet 2050 target. If we electrify 85% of buildings and

transportation end uses, we will reach the 2050 reduction target.

Understanding household energy profile and usage patterns is an important component

of having a proper balance between energy supply and demand. Jaehoon Jeong et. al.

[14] identifies U.S. households heating energy usage patterns based on using electricity

and natural gas as substitutive and/or complimentary fuel sources. Unlike previous

studies where energy consumption was analyzed separately based on heating energy

sources and equipment, this study examines the effect of substituting various heating

energy sources and heating equipment. The choice of heating fuel tends to be associated

with income level. [14] Studies show low income tend to prefer electric heaters and gas

furnaces, while high income households tend to prefer electric heating systems over gas.

[141 This dichotomy in heating fuel and equipment choices based on income slows the

progress of achieving carbon-neutral buildings. In a report by the Rocky Mountain

Institute, the economics and carbon impacts of electrifying residential heating is

influenced by many scenarios based on building type and heating energy source mix. [15]

Emissions tend to be higher in older buildings than new construction because older

buildings' construction is less energy efficient and appliances are also less energy
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efficient. In addition, most of the older buildings that require higher retrofitting costs are

mainly in low income neighborhoods. As such, it costs more to retrofit older buildings to

switch to electricity. Massachusetts' annual $730 million of investment in energy efficiency

is governed by the Green Communities Act, which emphasizes cost-savings for

consumers rather than environmental benefits or social equity. [161

Buildings' energy performance is affected by a number of factors that makes it more

complex to generally predict energy load and usage. Analysis of predictions of building

energy use have addressed three common methods - engineering, statistical, and

artificial intelligence methods. Zhao and Magoules [171 reviewed various prediction

methods and the degree of accuracy and performance of each method considering the

complexity of factors that influence a building energy load. The complexity of a building

problem, ability to model load-influencing factors affects the accuracy of predictions.

Because of variability in weather patterns, degree of solar gains, changes in occupancy

behavior, and type of construction materials used, predictive energy usage models tend

to be scenario specific. The ability to predict building thermal loads and overall energy

usage is important to improve energy efficiency and performance, as well as optimize

overall usage cost. The usage profile varies if building is an office, residential, commercial

or industrial building. And the thermal load behavior depends on weather conditions

(outside temperature), buildings' solar gain, building occupancy and behavior,

construction materials' thermal resistance and conductance, and to a lesser extent,

refrigeration heat expended inside building. Of the various end-uses, residential dwellings

consume the highest amount of energy as there are more energy management tools and

systems out there that helps to optimize energy needs in commercial and industrial

building sectors compared to residential end-use. These systems and tools have broader

access to the grid for dynamic demand-response measures; whereas, residential

buildings tend to have limited grid access. Thus, improving energy efficiency in residential

dwellings by optimizing usage and cost provides an important pathway to reducing

greenhouse gas emissions and achieving carbon-neutral buildings.
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Research has been carried out to model overall energy consumption by end-use sector

and predict loads for heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems in both

commercial and residential buildings. Model-based design and simulation techniques

using MATLAB/SimulinkTM have been employed to model residential HVAC systems'

energy consumption. 81 A simpler engineering-based approach to residential HVAC

systems is modeled to simulate electric and heating load for space-conditioning using

limited set of building characteristics and fundamental principles of thermodynamics and

heat transfer. 191 Though simpler with limited building and household characteristics,

model flexibility enables simulation of various scenarios in different climate but may not

easily adapt to complex situations. To reduce a building's peak load and overall energy

cost, it is possible to control the HVAC's set-point temperature based on retail electricity

price, while at the same time maintaining satisfactory thermal comfort inside the building.

By modeling the demand-response controller to adjust interior temperature setting based

on changes in electricity price, it is possible to reduce energy usage and cost while

maintaining optimal comfort.[ 201  Other approaches have been proposed using

combination of building simulation software and regression techniques to accurately

predict energy consumption in order to develop an optimal demand-response strategy.

[211 Electricity providers have proposed time-varying rate plans as incentives to retail

consumers with the goal of effecting overall demand. [221 Matteo Muratori & Giorgio

Rizzoni used energy consumption models to simulate residential demand response to

estimate energy usage behavior based on a bottom-up approach. [221 And notable

economist Alfred Kahn in his 1970 book argued that end-use electricity consumers should

face prices that reflect the time-varying marginal costs of generating electricity. [23]
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3. Methodology

Two cities were considered as the main focus for comparison and analysis - Boston,

Massachusetts and Houston, Texas. The choice of these two cities in conducting this

research is because both tend to be similar and contrasting in a number of ways including:

- End users in the two cities cannot be any more different in how they use energy.

" Energy costs in Boston are much higher than they are in Houston.

- There are contrasting weather conditions in winter months with longer heating

degree days per year in Boston compared to Houston.

- States of Massachusetts and Texas are one of the most deregulated energy

markets in the country.

- Unlike Massachusetts' ISO, Texas electricity regulatory authority ERCOT, offers

consumers real-time market pricing options.

" These states have different investment and tax incentives towards renewable

energy generation.

3.1. Residential End-Use Energy Survey

In conducting this research, an energy profile survey was created and distributed to some

residential households in Massachusetts and Texas. The survey questions are similar to

the longer EIA RECS survey [] and has more than 100 questions in total, ranging from

residential household's characteristics to number of appliances in household and their

frequency and pattern of use. Appendix A shows results of some of the survey questions.

The results help to identify how residential end users consume electricity on a daily basis

in these two states and provide insights towards pathways to addressing buildings

consumption and emissions. Survey was sent out to 26 recipients with 46% completed

responses. Table 3-1 is a summary of responses received over the course of 2 months

between January and March 2019. About 45% of respondents in both states completed

the residential energy usage profile survey and 35% respondents with partial completion.

Some key highlights of survey results are available in Appendix A.
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Massachusetts 6 2 3 1

Texas 19 9 7 3

Other 1 1

Table 3-1: Residential End-Use Energy Profile Survey

In summary, 23% of survey responses where from Massachusetts and 73% from Texas

with 81% in single family dwelling (SFD). Average SFD size of survey residential dwelling

is 2500 sq. feet, and average number of bedrooms is 3. Also, the average number of

household members or occupants per dwelling from the survey is 4. Data from the survey

was employed in developing the simulation model. To generate energy consumption for

residential household heating in Boston and Houston, thermal model of residential

building was developed in MATLAB/SimulinkTM using related example available in

Simulink library.

3.2. Residential End-Use Thermal Model

For this thesis a MATLAB/SimulinkTM thermal model of a building was developed to

simulate energy load for residential space heating. It simulates the internal temperature

within the building and determines the amount of heating load required to achieve the

desired thermal comfort level. The model is developed with some assumptions to reduce

complexity. It is implemented to support multiple scenarios involving different building

structure and characteristics, occupancy, and weather conditions based on geographic

location. Some of the building characteristics employed in model are based on the survey

results from participants. Simulating thermal comfort temperature of building requires

determining building net heat load based on outside temperature, heat load due to heater,

expended refrigerator heat, occupants heat load, and building's equivalent resistance.

The model components and their interactions are illustrated in the schematic diagram

below.
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Figure 3-1: Illustration of Model Components and Interactions

3.2.1. Building Characteristics

From survey results, the average square footage of residential dwellings of participants

is about 2,503 sq. feet. This is the building size modeled in MATLAB/SimulinkTM for both

cities. The roof pitch in model is 6:12 pitch with a roof angle of 26.570. Most common roof

pitch types in residential applications are designed with pitch between 4:12 and 9:12. [2]

Window area in dwelling is equal to 15% of floor area. [3] Walls are insulated with glass

wool having R-1 1 resistance. The residential building also included layers of insulation

of external walls, comprising drywall, siding wood, and sheathing wood and having their

respective R-values. [4]

3.2.2. Model Assumptions

The following are assumptions made in developing the thermal simulation model. The

assumptions helped simplify the model since the focus is to analyze the need to electrify

heat towards carbon-neutral buildings, and not the optimization of building heat load.

1. Heat transfer and dispersion within the building is based on convection and

radiation.
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2. Heat losses is mainly through radiation by exterior walls, windows, and roofing. [5]

3. No heat loss through interior walls of building.

4. Doors excluded in thermal resistance and losses.

5. Heat transfer through conduction by materials and elements in building is small

compared to radiation and convection. 51

6. Infiltration not considered in model and no heat losses through ground surfaces of

building.

7. Heat load due to occupancy is based on sensible heat and kept the same for all

building occupants.[6]

8. No solar gains.

3.2.3. Model Description
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Figure 3-2: Thermal Model Overview of Residential Dwelling

Figure 3-2 is the thermal model of the building and comprises of two sub-systems:

* Heater sub-system - modeling heat generation by heater.

* House thermal sub-system - modeling internal building thermal comfort.
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The thermal model analyzes scenarios for Boston and Houston with varied winter

conditions and differing electric power prices. It employs historical median monthly winter

temperatures for both cities; representing outside temperatures in model scenarios.

Historical median temperatures for the above cities are defined in Tables 1 and 2 of

Appendix A. In addition, the model simulations use historical winter temperature ranges

recorded in a particular day in January 2019 [7] to determine the hourly building heating

demand load and required heat pump output capacity at varying outside temperatures in

both cities. Daily outdoor temperature variations in the model used the

MATLAB/SimulinkTM sine wave block, defined as:

Output (t) = Amplitude * Sin(Frequency*t + Phase) + Bias

where:

* Frequency'(rad/sec) is 2*rr / 24, and

* t represents the simulation time

The thermal model has the following configuration scenarios:

" Geographical scope - models include scenarios for cities of Boston and Houston.

* Heating period - Boston model has winter season coverage between October and

May, and Houston model's winter season is between November and April.

" Heating systems - modeled to utilize three types of heating systems: natural gas

furnace, electric resistance furnace, and electric air-sourced heat pump.

3.2.3.1 Heater Sub-System

The building's heater model sub-system determines the heat rate, Q of the heater based

on temperature differential between interior and exterior temperature of building and mass

air flow rate based on air changes per hour (ACH). It assumes air temperature from heater

into living space is at 1300F. The building heat load also factored in heat generated from

home refrigeration, which is expended inside building. This is employed in model to

determine the net heat load for the residential building.
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Figure 3-3: The Heater Sub-system

The Heater sub-system is modeled with scenarios using three different heating systems.

A dataset is generated for heat pump coefficient of performance (COP) at varying outside

temperatures using the regression formula determined for a Mitsubishi, MUZ-FE12NA

model heat pump. [8] This model of heat pump with rated capacity of 13,600 BTU/hr. and

power consumption of 1.78 kWh was employed in the heater model sub-system. [9]

The heater's heat load for the building is calculated as:

Qh = mh Cp air (Theater - Ti) -------- (1)

where:

* Qh - heater's hourly heat rate

* mh - mass flow rate of heated air

" Cp-air - specific heat of air

* Theater - outlet air temperature from heater

" Ti - simulated interior building temperature.

The input variables of the heater sub-system are defined in Table 3-2.
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Heater output temperature Variable constant

Air density Constant

Building square footage Constant (From end-use

survey results)

Number of bedrooms Variable constant

Interior temperature of building Simulated value

Table 3-2: Heater Sub-system Input Parameters

3.2.3.2 Residential Building Thermal Sub-system

0.0765 lb/ft3

2503 sq. ft.

The thermal sub-system includes components for the calculation of building net heating

load and interior building temperature. The building geometry was modeled by defining

building structures (walls, roof, windows), occupancy, and building materials resistance.

The building ventilation rates and refrigeration heat expended inside the building were

calculated to determine net heat load. Varying operating schedules from weekdays,

weekends, and holidays were not factored; rather, energy usage profile was kept the

same for all simulation periods. The temperature setting for interior thermal comfort was

set to be 680F based on standards. Typical range is between 640F and 720F, but it varies

by individual.
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Figure 3-4: Building Thermal Sub-system

The building net load (Btu / hr.) is calculated using following expression:

Building Net load = [Heater load] + [Occupancy load] + [Refrigerator heat expended] -

[Building heat loss to environment].

The equation for calculating the building net load is defined as:

Q_netioad = mh Cp air [Theater - Ti) + (#Persons * metabolic heat rate per person) + (COPrf*

Efficiencyr * Powerrf) - [1 / Req * (Ti - To)] -------- (2)

where:

* Qnetload - building net load per hour

* COPrf - coefficient of performance based on a Carnot engine

* Efficiencyrf - efficiency factor for non-Carnot engine

* Powerrf - power usage of refrigerator per hour

* Req - building equivalent resistance

* Ti - interior building temperature

* To - outside temperature

" rf - a subscript representing refrigeration

Input variables for the model's building sub-system are defined in Table 3-3.

Input Parameters Parameter Type Default Setting

Building equivalent resistance Calculated variable

Outdoor temperature Variable constant Varies based on

regional weather

Heater heat rate Simulated value -

Climate season Default is 'winter'

Table 3-3: Building Thermal Sub-system Inputs

The output of the thermal model is then employed for comparisons of energy usage in

space heating using fossil fuels versus electricity. Using results and behavioral data from

the end-use energy survey along with outputs from model simulation, the costs of

electrifying heat in residential buildings are calculated. This includes switching cost,
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operating, emissions, and efficiency costs related to fossil fuels and electricity as primary

heating source.

3.3. Electrification Cost Model

For the building structure, characteristics and household occupancy described in Section

3.2.1, the thermal model was employed to generate simulated heat load and heating

system's energy output over a 24-hour period. It uses the model outputs to determine

potential economic costs of electrifying and the tradeoffs involved. The output parameters

generated from the thermal model are described in Table 3-4 below.

Simulation Output Description Unit of

Parameters Measure

Heat load Building heat load Btu / hr.

Heating system capacity Energy output of heating system Btu / hr.

Integrated heat flow Heat flow from heater over 24- Btu / day

hour period

Interior building Simulated temperature inside F

temperature residential building

Outdoor temperature Outside winter temperature as OF

sine wave input

Building heat loss rate Hourly heat loss from building Btu / hr.

Building thermal resistance Heat loss by building to outside Btu I day

environment over 24-hour period

Table 3-4: Thermal Model Simulation Output Parameters

The above parameters were later employed in the electrifying cost model spreadsheet to

analyze the cost of electrifying space and hot water heating in the residential households.

3.3.1. Cost Model

In building the electrification cost model spreadsheet, the following assumptions were

made:
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1. Unit costs of heating fuels, electricity and natural gas, are kept constant in

determining heating costs.

2. Winter duration in Massachusetts spans 8 months from October to May [0] and 5

months between November and March in Texas. [1']

3.3.2. Electrifying Cost Model Description

Using the thermal building model in MATLAB/SimulinkTM, the daily heating load was

simulated, and results used to develop the economic model in a spreadsheet. In building

this model, some key parameters were defined with settings as defined in Appendix B.

The economic model is comprised of data for space heating including purchase price,

installation costs, and operating costs for space heaters. The following space heating

systems were modeled for economic analysis and amount of carbon-dioxide emissions.

" Natural gas furnace

* Electric resistance furnace

" Electric air-source heat pump (ASHP) with resistance backup.

It should be noted that electric ground-soured heat pump (GSHP) was not modelled

because of the very high installation cost and space requirement for setup, which makes

it not economically viable for a majority of residents of these two states.

The objective for this model is to: (1) define potential economic costs of switching to

electrifying residential heat using one of three main types of space heating equipment,

and (2) determine amount of greenhouse gas emissions generated by the heating

systems. Results were analyzed using following criteria:

* Efficiency of heating equipment

* Cost penalties

* Emission penalties

* Incentivization - customer incentives for energy efficiency and electrification of

buildings through program offerings.

" Weatherization / efficiency of building
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4.1. End-use Energy Usage Survey Results

The average square footage of residential buildings from the survey was 2,500 square

feet, and average number of occupants per dwelling is four. A plurality of responders

uses double-pane windows to reduce solar insolation and improve building's energy

efficiency (see Appendix A). About two-third of respondents in Massachusetts and Texas

have additional thermal wall insulation and more than 80% have additional attic insulation.

The majority of survey responses indicated no participation in any form of energy

programs like net metering and demand-response programs. This may be from lack of

awareness of the program in their city or such programs do not exist in their state. Texas

for instance does not have net metering [] and does not allow its residents with roof-top

solar panels to sell their excess electricity to the grid, making adoption of solar slow in a

state with relatively high solar irradiation. [2] The primary heating system of the majority

of survey respondents was gas-fired central warm-air furnace. More than 60% of
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respondents use this type of space heating system, 15% use steam or hot water system,

and another 15% use some form of built-in and/or portable electric heating units. This

aligns with the EIA survey results showing most residential households use gas-fired

furnace and electricity in Massachusetts [3] and Texas [41 respectively.

The results from the survey were employed in building and configuring the thermal

simulation model.

4.2. Thermal Model Simulation Results

The thermal model was implemented for a residential dwelling that is similar to an average

residential household as depicted in survey results. Key information collected from survey

results and employed in the thermal model are listed in Appendix B.

In addition to survey parameters in Appendix B, additional parameters including building

characteristics (number of windows, roof pitch, number of bedrooms, building geometry,

etc.), thermal resistances, outside and inside temperatures, conversion factors, specific

heats of materials (air and water), simulation duration, etc. where also part of model. The

simulation was run with a time period equivalent to an average 16 hours per day of heating

to maintain interior set point temperature. The simulated heat load and heat pump's

energy outputs is dependent on a number of factors including outside winter temperature.

The recorded temperature for specific day in January in Boston and Houston was used

in the simulation. The exterior temperature has effects on the "balance point" of heat

pumps as shown in following charts: plots of heat load, energy output, and heat pump

COP against outside temperatures for Boston and Houston. Tables 3 and 4 in Appendix

B show sample of simulated results of average daily heat load and system capacity during

a winter day in Boston and Houston respectively.
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Figure 4-2: Heat Pump Performance in a January Day in Boston

Figure 4-2 is generated from simulation outputs using a Mitsubishi heat pump model

MUZ- FE12NA, with a rated capacity of 13,600 Btu/hr. and power consumption of 1.78

kilowatt-hour. At lower temperatures, the heat load representing building het demand is

higher than available energy output of the heat pump, thus creating a shortage of heat

requirement. As such, supplementary or secondary heating is needed to meet the heating

needs to achieve thermal comfort. As temperature increases during the day, heat load

drops while energy output increases due to higher COPs at higher temperatures. Thus,

assessing the right heat pump for a residential dwelling is dependent on factors such as:

expected building load, sizing (or capacity) of heat pump, its performance, and the

weather conditions in the region where heat pump is to be installed.

With the same heat pump specification, a similar chart was generated for the Houston

scenario as shown below. Because of warmer winter temperatures in Houston, heat pump

performance is better compared to Boston, and energy output is consistently higher than

heat load required. However, supplemental heating in the form of electric resistance

backup may be required in this Houston scenario for very cold winter hours where there

may be heat demand lag.
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Coefficient of Performance vs. Outside Temperature in Houston
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Figure 4-3: Heat Pump Performance in a January Day in Houston

Air-sourced heat pumps (ASHP) perform well and move heat efficiently at moderate

weather, rather than freezing weather. Texas tend to have moderate winter conditions

(mostly >400F) and as such heat pumps can be very efficient with COPs above 400% as

shown in results in Figure 4-3. Below the freezing point, heat pumps' performance drops

as indicated in the Boston model in Figure 4-2. Performance of heat pumps are

dependent on outside temperature and related to the amount of heat it can move inside

the building relative to its input power. The capacity of the heat pump relative to the heat

load indicates the ASHP has the capacity to meet load demand at lower temperatures

and thus reducing the balance point. At about 200F, the COP is above 3.0 for the specified

heat pump model (Figure 4-2). At higher winter temperatures as is the case in Texas,

ASHPs' performance tend to be higher as the system is able to move larger amount of

heat inside building. As shown in above charts, the warmer the outside weather, the

higher the COP of the ASHP.

As outside temperature drops below freezing, the output heat capacity of the heat pump

drops below the required heat load of the building. This point is referred to as the "balance

point" as described in Figure 4-4. [5] The "balance poinf' is a point on the COP curve

below which it is not sufficient to operate the ASHP in heat pump mode to achieve thermal
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comfort inside the building. Additional backup heating is required. In the Boston model in

Figure 4-2, at temperatures below 390F, this model of heat pump may not be able to

provide required heat load to maintain thermal comfort. Below this balance point on the

COP curve, heat pump users in Boston will need to augment their heating needs with

other secondary heating sources such as natural gas and electric resistance backups.

The latter is 100% efficient, but costs more to operate since it uses same amount of

energy as it supplies and electric power cost more than gas. Most existing homes in

Boston and Houston already have gas furnaces that can serve as backup in situations

where temperature is below the "balance point". However, in most cases, there is no

unified control of the ASHP and gas furnace backup to optimize the building's heating

demand.

Co-efficient of performance (COP) and balance point

20

S3.0

outdoor tomperatur. ( F)

Figure 4-4: Heat Pump Coefficient of Performance and Balance Point 51

ASHPs have built-in electric resistance coil that acts as supplementary energy source

when the heat pump output is not sufficient to meet heating needs. However, operating

the pump in this mode could be costly because the electric radiator consumes as much

power as the heat it produces. Unlike ASHP, a secondary heater is typically not needed

with gas furnace since heat is not being moved from outside cold air into inside. Rather,

it generates its own heat by combustion.
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The model was again simulated to analyze and compare expected monthly heat load in

Boston and Houston with same building characteristics as before but having different

historical monthly median temperatures. [6, 71 The median temperatures employed in the

model are in Tables 1 and 2 of Appendix B. The thermal model was executed for each

month using historical median temperatures from above tables to analyze the heating

load for the building. The output is shown in chart below.

Simulated Average Monthly Heating Load (MMBTU)
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Figure 4-5: Building Simulated Heat Load in Winter Months

The monthly values are based on historical average monthly temperatures recorded in

both cities during winter periods. As expected, there is higher need for heating in Boston

to achieve thermal comfort of 650F to 680F. Reducing amount of heat load in a typically

high heating period of December through February may involve temporary changes to

improve building warmth and reduce losses. [8] Since they are temporary changes, they

tend to be low cost as they may not include structural changes and retrofitting. During

winter season in Boston, with average monthly temperatures between October and May

ranging between 220F and 61 0F [6] (see Figure B1 in Appendix B), heating demand

increases as temperature dips. Also, the average monthly temperatures in Houston

ranges between 430F and 80OF [71 during winter period between November and April (see

Figure B2 in Appendix B). Heat pumps are generally more efficient at higher outdoor
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temperatures as they are able to move more heat from outside to inside with a higher

coefficient of performance, COP. Because of warmer Houston winters, heat pump is more

efficient and can move more heat inside than in Boston.

Temperature differential (8T) between thermal comfort setting and outside temperature

during winter period is lower in Houston than Boston, implying less heat demand to attain

thermal comfort. Lesser heat load implies lower heating output /capacity from heating

system resulting in lower heating cost. The simulated average daily kilowatt-hours

required in Boston to achieve thermal comfort inside the residential dwelling is shown in

Figure 4-6, determined from historical median winter temperatures between October and

May (see Table 1 in Appendix B). Each temperature setting in chart represents historical

median temperature recorded between October and May in Boston.

Simulated Average Daily Heating Demand (kWh) in Boston
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Figure 4-6: Average Daily Heating Demand in Boston, MA

And average daily kilowatt-hours required in Houston is shown below. It is determined

using historical median winter temperatures from November through April (see Table 2 in

Appendix B). The Houston model did not generate any heating demand for the months of
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November and March as indoor temperature did not deviate far from model's thermal set

point.

Simulated Average Daily Heating Demand (kWh) in Houston
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Figure 4-7: Average Daily Heating Demand in Houston, TX

The simulated building heat load and heating system energy output of the building is

employed in performing the electrification cost model.

4.3. Electrification Cost Model Results

The thermal model simulation output generates the heating load requirement for an

approximately 2500 sq. ft. residential dwelling. This heat load represents the amount of

heat required to raise the indoor temperature of the building to thermal comfort model

setting of 680F. In addition, the model also simulates the heating capacity (energy output)

of the heating systems in order to determine potential heating gap especially when the

outside temperature is at freezing point or below. These outputs from the thermal model,

together with the COP of the heating systems (note that COP of ASHP varies with outside

temperature), were employed in calculating potential heating costs in Boston and Houston

for each system. The economic data output generated from the model is in Appendix C.

4.3.1. Economic Costs

The economic costs are comprised of prices of various heating systems. As expected,

electric air-sourced central warm-air heat pump is most expensive with higher installation
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cost. Heat pump cost is determined based on sizing capacity for a 3-bedroom, ~2503 sq.

ft. residential dwelling (see section 4.1). It is more costly for new construction using central

warm-air system versus ductless mini-split heat pump. [91

Heating Equipment Average Costs
$16,000

$14,000

$12,000

$10,000

IA$8,000
v instalaton Cost

$6,000 Purhas pus

$4,000

$2,000

Natural gas Electric furnace ASHP (Central ASHP (Ductless
furnace warm-air w/ mini-spilt)

duct)

Figure 4-8: Estimated Costs of Heating Systems by Type

Despite a higher operating efficiency of 95% and lower initial purchase price compared

to gas-fired furnace and ASHP, the electric resistance furnace is quite expensive to

operate because of cost of electric power in Boston. At lower rating capacity with lower

energy output (see ASHP model specifications [51), the ASHP has slightly lower heating

cost than natural gas furnace. At higher ratings, ASHP will be more expensive to operate

in Boston than gas furnace due to high electricity rates/prices in Boston. However, this is

compensated by higher COP and lower carbon emissions from ASHP.
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Figure 4-9: Average Operating Costs of Heating in Boston, MA

Figure 4-9 shows heating costs for electric resistance furnace and heat pump in Boston

is more than twice (2x) heating cost in Houston (Figure 4-10) as electricity rates are

relatively cheaper in Houston. It is more expensive to operate a natural gas-fired furnace

than a heat pump in Boston. Texas generally have shorter winter months, implying shorter

heating period compared to Massachusetts; thus, it is expected that energy usage for

heating and associated operating costs will be higher in Massachusetts than Texas. This

cost is reduced with high efficient electric air-sourced heat pump.
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Simulated Average Heating Cost profile (Houston)
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Figure 4-10: Average Operating Costs of Heating in Houston, TX

4.3.2. Carbon Emissions by Heating System

Greenhouse gas emissions measured by amount of carbon-dioxide emissions from

residential heating is estimated from the electrifying cost model and results shown in

following chart (Figure 4-11). For same building size, structure, and characteristics, yearly

carbon-dioxide emissions are higher in the state of Massachusetts than Texas. This is

related to having a longer winter season in Massachusetts, resulting in longer heating

days. Across heating equipment, electric resistance furnace emits the most since it

consumes same amount of energy as it supplies (COP is - 1.0). Using the

MATLAB/SimulinkTM simulation result of daily heat supply into the building, the amount of

daily energy demand for heating is calculated as:

[Daily energy demand] = [Daily heat load supply] / [Heating system thermal efficiency]

Indirect carbon-dioxide emission from electric resistance furnace is determined using the

emission factor of 0.35 kg-C02 / kWh of electricity produced, factoring new generating

capacity from solar and wind. [101 It is indirect because there is no greenhouse gas

emission from the building by the electric furnace; however, emission exists at the power

plant that supplies electricity to the furnace. Same circumstance exists with heat pump

where the only source of emission is from the power plant providing electric power to the

heat pump. Direct emission of greenhouse gas comes with the use of natural gas-fired
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furnace. This amount is calculated using the coefficient of 53.04 kg-C02 / Million BTU of

heat. 1]

Simulated Yearly C0 2 Emissions by Heating Fuel Source
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Figure 4-11: Estimated Annual Carbon-dioxide Emissions by Heating System

Using simulated results from the model, annual emissions in Boston from natural gas-

fired furnace is about 60% higher than heat pump, and more than 50% lower than electric

resistance furnace. And in Texas, annual emissions from gas-fired furnace is about 72%

higher than that of electric heat pump, and 60% lower than electric resistance furnace. In

the current grid configuration, with fossil fuel still the dominant fuel source in power

generation, electric resistance is lower in carbon emissions compared to gas furnace.

However, they are not viable economically as primary heating source. With high electricity

cost, they are expensive to operate and thus unaffordable. As long as power utilities still

use fossil fuel in generating power at their plants, electric resistance furnace heating will

continue to be a major indirect source of greenhouse gas emissions.

Figure 4-11 shows cities' annual carbon-dioxide emissions from heating by fuel source.

Electrification of heat seeks to eliminate direct carbon emissions from buildings, which is

mainly from natural gas, and at the same time increase electricity production by power

utilities from renewables to reduce indirect carbon emissions. Electrifying heat in

residential dwellings potentially could be expensive. From the electrifying cost model,

Table C2 of Appendix C shows cost breakdown of the heating systems. 121 An electric
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resistance furnace is cheapest to install, but more expensive to operate (Tables C3 and

C6, Appendix C). ASHPs are more efficient and cleaner alternatives to gas-fired and

electric resistance furnaces. They are cheaper to operate when in heat pump mode and

efficient with coefficient of performance (COP) above 400% in milder winter temperatures

as shown by the Houston model (Figure 4-3). However, initial construction cost can be

prohibitive. Electrifying heat using ASHPs could be expensive for new installations with

no existing insulated ductwork. Without a new ductwork, installation could be as low as

$7,500. [9] An alternative option is a ductless mini-split air-sourced heat pump, which cost

about $1,975 including installation for a 12,000 BTU/hr. (one-ton) unit. [121 A ductless

mini-split heat pump is still able to move heat efficiently but has limited heating range. It

is typically used to heat a room or a small-size living space in a home. However, to heat

a building of 2,500 sq. ft. would require more than one mini-split unit, but a multi-zone

system with the ability to run multiple cooling and heating areas in the residential building.

The size and capacity of the mini split depends on the amount of cooling required. For

the 2,500 sq. ft. residential building employed in the model, the estimated BTU load is

about 48,000 BTU per hour (4-tons), [13] having two-zones. The potential cost for this two-

zone mini split system with two outdoor condenser units and four indoor wall mount units

is about $8,000, [141 which is almost as expensive as an electric ASHP without a new

ductwork.

4.3.3. Reducing Carbon Emissions

A larger percentage of Texas households use electricity for home heating and carbon-

dioxide emission from indirect source like power generation plants is much higher per

kilowatt-hour than direct fuel sources like natural gas, propane and fuel oil. Figure 4-12

reflects higher emission of carbon-dioxide from electric power use. Using EIA's energy

demand data for both states, [31 [41 Boston households on average emit about 4,000

kilograms of carbon-dioxide yearly and Houston households emit on average close to

2,500 kilograms of carbon-dioxide per annum (see Tables C9 to C11, Appendix C) This

is based on EIA 2009 RECS data with 6.0% and 6.2% renewable energy consumption in

Texas and Massachusetts respectively. [151 [161 As more renewables like solar and wind

become major part of power generating mix, households' energy consumption from
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renewables will increase and annual carbon-dioxide emission per household in Boston

and Houston is expected to drop.

Emissions by Fuel Source (kg-C0 2 )
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Figure 4-12: Household Carbon-dioxide Emissions by Fuel Source [EIA's 2009 RECS Data]

In order to meet IPCC target of 1.50C of earth's temperature rise above pre-industrial level

by end of century, [17] some drastic actions need to be taken to cut down emissions by

reducing demand and consumption of carbon-based fuels both in direct use and power

generation. Electrification of buildings is key to cutting direct use of fossil fuel in buildings'

space heating and overall energy demand in buildings. It will save households a

substantial amount in energy costs due to lower demand. A carbon tax could play

significant role in financing the switch to electrifying heat. Putting a price on carbon will

adjust behavior and guide consumers towards an economic self-interest to reduce their

emission footprints as well as benefiting solar and wind electric generators . [181

4.3.4. Household Heating Demand

According to the latest U.S. Census data, about 50% of Massachusetts households use

utility gas (mainly natural gas) for heating, 27% use fuel oil and kerosene, and 15% use

electricity. [191 In fact, outside of Northeast, fewer households choose natural gas as

heating fuel. [201 The opposite is the case in Texas with about 43% of households using

natural gas as primary heating source, about 51% using electricity, and 6% use propane

or liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) based on 2000 U.S. Census data. [211 There are about
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263,000 households in Boston city and about 2.6 million in Massachusetts. [221 There are

close to 840,000 households in Houston and about 9.4 million in Texas. [221 A large

percentage of these households use carbon-based fuels (natural gas, fuel oil, LPG) for

heating, resulting in significant amount of greenhouse gas emissions from end-use

residential heating alone.

Using simulation outputs from the MATLAB/SimulinkTM thermal model, the following table

shows energy demand and carbon-dioxide emissions from end-use residential heating in

Massachusetts and Texas.

(Million BTU / year Mascusetts Texas

Average per 64,310,000 31,570,000
Household _____

Natural Gas 32,155,000 13,575,100
Electricity 9,646,500 16,100,700
Fuel Oil / Kerosene 17,363,700
Propane I LPG 1,028,960 1,894,200

Table 4-1: Estimated Average Household Heating Demand by Fuel Source

The above table is calculated based on 59% and 41 % of energy demand is used in

residential space heating in Massachusetts and Texas respectively. [6, 7] More energy is

used by households in Massachusetts than in Texas and mainly for heating. By

electrifying end-use residential dwellings, reduction in direct carbon emissions in buildings

is achieved to meet the goal for carbon-neutrality by 2050. [23]
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5. Analysis for Electrifying Heat

5.1. Thermal Model Analysis

The key results from the model and research show that electrifying heat in Boston and

Houston offers pathways to reducing carbon emissions in residential buildings. Switching

from carbon-based heating systems like gas-fired furnaces to electric air-sourced heat

pumps (ASHPs), operating in heat pump mode, reduces heating costs for households

while at the same time eliminating direct carbon emissions. At very cold temperatures

below "balance point", the electric resistance backup is in use to keep thermal comfort

and this will potentially increase heating cost. A gas system as opposed to electric

resistance is a more economical heating backup in situations where the ASHP is not able

to meet the heating load of the building. A gas-fired furnace cost less to operate than an

electric resistance heater. This assumes that supplemental heat provided by gas backup

is cheaper than electric resistance backup.

5.1.1. ASHP Energy Outputs Dependency

The results of the heating scenarios modeled with ASHP shows higher energy outputs in

the Houston than Boston model. ASHP is able to move more warm air from the outside

into residential dwelling at higher COP to generate more energy outputs. ASHP is very

efficient for space heating in a city like Houston, with temperatures ranging from low-40s

to mid-60s in a winter day. When the model was configured for Boston scenario, the heat

output of the ASHP drops with decreasing outside winter temperatures. This is because

the COP of ASHP drops with outside air temperature as shown in Figure 4-2. ASHP tend

to be more common in southern climate in the U.S. where median winter temperatures

are mild. Houston is a good location to use ASHP for heating to get a high COP. The

simulated heat load of building drops as outside temperatures in Boston increased while

heat pump's energy output increased with outside temperatures and COP. When outdoor

temperature drops below 390F, the ASHP unit tend to lack sufficient output to meet

demand. [] The relatively high "balance point" generated by the thermal model is due to

a number of factors, including low COP for the ASHP model and the building's heat

losses. And the fact that the ASHP model is not well-sized to fit the cooling requirement
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of the building results in the heat pump's capacity not meeting the building's heating

demand. This is a lag on demand output to heat the building as seen in the model at

temperatures below 390F. Thus, in this scenario, supplemental heating is needed to

provide heating when the outside winter temperature drops below this temperature. The

"balance point" determined from the model and captured in Figure 4-2 is due to a number

of factors including: efficiency of heat pump (COP), heat pump's sizing / capacity in

relation to the building's thermal resistance and heat loss.

Supplementary heating can be achieved through the use of gas backup heating systems,

electric backup heating in heat pumps, and even portable electric heaters. These

secondary heating options are not modeled in this research; however, households with

existing gas infrastructure of pipeline and gas-fired furnaces may be able to supplement

their heating demand at relatively low cost using "off-the-shelf' hybrid gas/electric system.

A hybrid electric ASHP / gas system with "off-the-shelf' controller enables automatic

switch-on of gas system backup for supplemental heating. Homes without existing gas

infrastructure have the option of propane or electric space heaters. This backup options

do not support "off-the-shelf' combined technology. With proper control, ASHPs with

backup electric heat strips are better controlled such that only the amount of energy

needed to meet heating demand is utilized. ] A two-stage ASHP with thermostat controls

set at some temperature differentials will initiate the first stage of the heat strips. A further

drop in temperature differential from thermostat setting will initiate the second stage of

heat strip for additional heat above the first stage. Electric resistance system tend to use

same amount of energy as its outputs, but costs more to operate as shown in the

electrification cost model (see Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10). An ASHP with thermostat

controls for stage heating controls the amount of supplemental energy needed to meet

heating demand at each stage.

5.1.2. Heat Demand Gap and ASHP Capacity

The capacity and performance of the ASHP is key in reducing the gap between building

heat load and heating system's energy output. At low COP and below freezing

temperatures, a larger sizing of ASHP is able to move more warm air inside the building
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and carry the load without as much electric resistance supplement as shown in Figure

5-1. Using a higher ASHP specifications (Mitsubishi MUZ-FE18NA model with load

capacity of 21,600 Btu/hr. and power rating of 2.62 kilowatt-hours [21) in the thermal model

resulted in a heat demand gap that is narrower than in previous scenario (Figure 4-2).

The balance point is now at 270F (Figure 5-1) compared to results in Figure 4-2. Less

amount of supplementary electric resistance heat is needed from the ASHP with higher

load capacity unit. But there is still sufficient heat demand lag even with this higher ASHP

model because it may not be properly sized to fit the cooling requirement of the building.

Coefficient of Performance vs. Outside Temperature in Boston
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Figure 5-1: Higher Capacity ASHP Performance in a January Day in Boston

An electric ground-source heat pump (GSHP) is very effective in moving heat in cold

climate like Boston. GSHP uses the constant temperature that exists below ground to

move heat into buildings. [3] And since the temperature is constant below ground, GSHPs

are not subject to varying COP and are independent of outside air temperature.

Compared with ASHPs, GSHP units are more expensive to install; however, they deliver

more energy per unit consumed. It should be noted that a GSHP scenario is not modeled

in this research.
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5.2. Efficiency and Weatherization

Median age of homes in Houston is between 20 and 29 years old while Boston is between

49 and 59 years old. [4] Older buildings tend to be less energy efficient compared to

newer homes. It will cost more to retrofit older homes with electric heating than newer

ones because in addition to replacing older furnaces, such buildings may also need to be

weatherized for efficiency. Electrifying heat in residential households without cutting

power usage could increase electricity needs. And improving efficiency without

electrifying keeps fossil fuel in place and does not move towards carbon-neutral buildings.

It is therefore imperative to combine efficiency and electrification of buildings towards

cost-effective carbon-neutrality. [5] Improving building efficiency requires focusing on

reducing demand. Reducing household energy demand significantly is a driver towards

reducing carbon footprints in the end-use residential sector. Efficiency involves the

following aspects:

" Weatherization of buildings - as a way of reducing ventilation and/or infiltration

rates.

" Efficient building materials - use of thermal resistance building materials to reduce

both heat loss to environment and buildings solar gain.

* Energy efficiency programs - with the goal of reducing energy usage and costs in

residential dwellings.

5.2.1. Weatherization

Reducing energy demand as part of climate change mitigations requires reduction in

ventilation rates in buildings (infiltration of residences without ventilation). Ventilation

affects effectiveness of heating systems and thermal comfort of dwellings. [6]

Weatherization involves steps taken in building design or retrofit to increase energy

efficiency by reducing air infiltration in homes and unintended heat exchange between

interior and outside environments. Residential dwellings can be "tightened" to reduce

unintended air leakage and infiltration. [7] This can be achieved by caulking / sealing

cracks and holes in the building, resulting in savings in energy. The average cost of

sealing air leaks in homes is $350 - $600. [8]
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Retrofitting homes with thermal resistance materials and fixtures can help improve energy

efficiency in residential buildings. Use of double or triple-glazed windows can reduce solar

gain. The smaller a window's total glazing area, the smaller amount of solar energy

captured. A double-glazed window has potential of reducing amount of solar gain into a

building by 10%, and this could be doubled with a triple glaze window. Proper insulation

of exterior walls of buildings and attic is also key to reduce heat loss to exterior

environment, while at same time limits solar gain in summer.

5.2.2. Energy Efficiency Programs

There are several government and private programs aimed at reducing energy

consumption in residential buildings, including energy audits, specific building upgrades

and recommendations, special assistance towards building remediations, and financial

assistance for energy-efficient home appliances (ENERGY STAR). The National

Weatherization program for instance offered services to low-income households in

response to increased fuel prices during the oil embargo of the 70s. [61 ENERGY STAR

launched by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was aimed to identify and

promote energy-efficient products to reduce energy usage and amount of greenhouse

gas emissions. Rate-payer funded programs now exist in various states through what is

called "system benefits charge" in order to fund certain public benefits that are in risk of

losing out in a competitive industry. [9] Massachusetts in 1997 created separate public

benefits funds to promote renewable energy and energy efficiency. These funds are used

to provide energy audits, subsidies to low-income and zero-interest loans for

weatherization and insulation. An example is the Mass Save® energy assessment

program sponsored by utility and energy efficiency providers and available to renters,

homeowners and businesses in Massachusetts. Utility companies and appliance

manufacturers also provide financial incentives in form of discounts and rebates to

consumers that purchase specific home products and appliances with the ENERGY

STAR label. Residential households in Massachusetts and Texas are able to take

advantage of some of the above energy efficient improvements to cut down on their

energy use and heating bill. And combining these improvements with electrification of

residential heating is a cost-effective solution towards carbon-neutral buildings.
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Reducing energy demand is achieved through efficiency and carbon-neutrality is

achieved through electrification and carbon-free grid. Efficiency and electrification can

[and should] be implemented in parallel. The common premise that efficiency has to be

achieved prior to electrification may not be logical as this only reduces heating needs and

does not move us towards a carbon-free building. Energy demand is lowered through

efficiency resulting in electricity becoming more affordable. While electrification moves us

towards zero emissions in buildings, the use of ASHPs, heat storage technologies,

demand-response schemes with dynamic pricing of electricity are means of managing

peak electricity demand. As grid becomes carbon-free and buildings are becoming

carbon-free through electrification, though inefficient in terms of energy use, then energy

efficiency programs are expected to make electrification more affordable.

5.3. Demand Response Management

Majority of research survey respondents do not participate in any form of energy savings

programs like demand-response and net metering with solar roof tops. Demand-response

schemes can help lower their energy bill by reducing usage at peak times. Both

Massachusetts and Texas have deregulated power markets. Though not fully

deregulated, both states have their electric power markets set by supply and demand.

Demand response can be achieved in multiple of ways including simple off-peak

metering, where power is cheaper at certain times in the day and consumer move usage

of power consuming tasks to periods of off-peak; and smart metering in which requests

or price changes is communicated by power utility companies to their customers.

Responding to these request and price changes affords the consumer to lower usage or

shift usage to off-peak periods. In both scenarios, consumer saves on electricity bill. By

shifting demand to off-peak periods, the power utility is able to throttle production by taking

generating units that are more expensive to operate, as well as high-polluting generating

units, off line during peak. Consumers may allow power providers to take control of their

thermostat as part of demand response management to regulate peak and off-peak

periods.
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The installation of smart thermostat controls in homes offers consumers dynamic control

of energy usage based on accessibility to hourly power changes. A smart thermostat can

dynamically make decisions based on real-time electricity prices. In addition, consumers

can give access to power utilities to remotely regulate thermostats in return for price

discounts on their electric power rates. Demand response management applies where

electricity is the primary source for heating and cooling. Demand response does not work

for indirect heating where fossil fuel is the primary heating source.

5.4. Dynamic Electricity Rates

Improvements in buildings' energy efficiency and electrification is key towards carbon-

free buildings. But as long as electricity is still expensive in states like Massachusetts, it

would be difficult to convince homeowners to make the switch from fossil fuel to electricity.

In the electrification cost model, use of electric resistance furnace results in high heating

cost of more than $2,000 for an average sized residential building (2,500 sq. ft.) in a year

compared to Texas with heating cost of just above $200 per year. However, compared to

other heating systems, it is still the most expensive to operate and not an economically

viable option in electrifying heat. An electric ASHP with resistance backup is a viable and

efficient heating system and offers lower electric power consumption when in heat pump

mode. Alternate option is an ASHP with gas furnace backup for homes that already have

gas line and furnace installed. The gas furnace serves as backup in situations where a

building's heating demand is more than the heat pump output due to very cold winter

temperatures. A gas backup is a cheaper and effective alternative to electric resistance

backup. The use of ASHPs with gas backups especially for existing homes enables a

smooth transition from full 100% carbon-based heating to less use of fossil fuel; thus, a

cheaper, more efficient, and cleaner alternative for residential heating .

Electricity rates need to be dynamic priced to make electrification of heat more affordable.

It is an easier decision for consumers to electrify buildings for heat in Texas were

electricity prices averaged at 10 - 11 cents per kWh compared to Massachusetts at 22

cents per kWh. Most electricity consumers pay for electricity based on contractual rates

averaged over the course of the year by power utilities. But in some deregulated markets
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like Texas, opportunity exist to take advantage of hourly variations in electricity prices

using "real-time pricing" rates. With real-time pricing, consumers can take advantage of

the opportunity to purchase when prices are low by knowing prices, planning ahead, and

controlling load. However, engaging in real-time pricing may require understanding your

electric power usage pattern. Having smart meters can help in this regard to capture and

track usage over time on a daily basis. To take advantage of real-time pricing requires

flexibility in behavior and control of appliances based on price awareness, understanding

of how and when prices vary, flexibility to purchase at lower prices, and smart metering

that helps keep track of how much power is consumed. The decision to pursue real-time

pricing management versus other forms of time-based rate programs needs to be further

quantified as this is not included in this research.

In Texas, the retail rates of electricity can range between $0.065 to $0.12, [10] making

heat pumps cheaper to operate (Table C6, Appendix C). In both states, electric resistance

furnace is not cost effective to operate, though they cost less than other systems to install.

Electric resistance heat consumes lots of electricity which is all converted to heat. They

generate higher energy demand from power utility, thereby straining the grid. However,

with proper financial incentives such as low-income subsidies on electric rates,

progressive carbon penalties, and demand response management rebates, the cost of

switching to carbon-free alternative could be cheaper for low-income households.

5.5. Renewable Energy and Distribution Investments

The pathway to electrification of residential buildings involves carbon-free power

generation, and expansion of distribution networks as more electricity is needed to

replace displaced gas infrastructure and steam / oil boiler investments. As more

renewable sources enter the market and replace old and expensive power generating

units, cost per kilowatt-hour is expected to drop making electrifying heat more viable

financially. Investments in power distribution network is also important to ensure there is

no strain on the system as more people switch to electricity from fossil fuels. Building

smart grid distribution network infrastructure is a robust and reliable way of managing

high demand and changes in load patterns from electrifying heat. ['ll
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Heat storage is a great way of capturing heat to be used or distributed at later times. In

residential buildings, heat storage media include hot water tank, rocks and concrete,

underground storage aquifers, ground earth, as well as heat pumps producing heat during

off-peak times. Ability to store heat for later use offers flexibility in peak and off-peak

electricity usage. Heat can be captured and stored during off-peak period for use at peak

times. Summer heat can be captured for use in winter heating. Use of heat storage helps

reduce load demand on the power grid especially in winter season and way to optimize

power generation by shutting off more costly units.

5.6. Policies, Regulations and Incentives

For cities like Boston to achieve its goal of carbon neutrality by 2050 requires the city and

state, in addition to updating policies and regulations, also provide financial incentives

such as tax credits and subsidies to households for retrofitting their homes and electrifying

heat. Replacing old gas-fired and oil furnaces with electric heat pumps and electric

resistance furnaces will be costly. The carbon-free Boston report offers strategies and

pathway towards having carbon-neutral buildings by 2050. [51

For low-income neighborhoods, cities like Boston and Houston need to lead initiatives

that provides incentives, financing, and support for the retrofitting and conversion to

electric heat that lowers initial capital costs, heating bill, and also ensures thermal comfort.

Of the three heating systems analyzed in this research, it costs more to operate an electric

resistance furnace (Tables C3 and C6, Appendix C on heating costs in both Boston and

Houston respectively). ASHPs operating only in heat pump mode use less energy to

move more heat and model scenarios show lower heating cost than gas-fired furnace in

both Boston and Houston. Larger capacity ASHPs may have higher operating cost than

gas-fired furnace because of higher electric power rate in Boston. In addition, initial cost

of switching from carbon-based heating source to electricity and retrofitting of the building

is cost prohibitive for which many consumers might need some form of financial

assistance.
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Enacting policies and providing incentives that facilitate more renewable power

generating units to come online will help lower electricity prices in cities like Boston. There

are currently incentives like Net metering in place for solar roof tops in Massachusetts

and Investment tax credits (ITC) for utility solar and wind power plants. Tax credits for

residential energy efficiency and builders of energy efficient homes have expired. [121

Government should reactivate these credits to facilitate the switch to electrified buildings.

Tax credits for renewable energy products are still available till December 31, 2021, [121

but does not cover ASHPs. Extending these credits to include ASHPs will provide

significant savings for consumers looking to electrify.
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6. Conclusion

Electrification of residential households is key to reducing greenhouse gas emissions in

buildings and achieving the goal of carbon neutrality by 2050. Space heating is the largest

energy consumption by end-use in Massachusetts with natural gas as the primary heating

fuel source. And it is second largest by residential end-use in Texas with about 43% of

households using natural gas as main heating fuel. Electrifying residential heating

eliminates direct carbon-dioxide emissions in space heating. Electrification has to be

combined with energy efficiency to not only cut emissions in buildings, but also reduce

energy costs.

Decarbonization of residential buildings depends on improving their energy performance.

With effective energy efficiency strategies including weatherization, demand response

schemes, and retrofitting homes with better insulating and thermal resistance materials,

we can cost-effectively reduce end-use energy consumption and lower energy costs for

consumers in Boston and Houston. The cost of retrofitting homes could be expensive to

home owners as shown and discussed in model results and analysis. Large urban cities

like Boston and Houston should offer financial assistance programs, carbon-free energy

initiatives ,and outreach to residential households for the switch to electrify heat. These

programs should be cost-effective in the sense that it helps to lower households' power

bills while maintaining buildings' thermal comfort.

By electrifying buildings, expanding investments in network infrastructure, updating

building policies, and deploying newer and efficient technologies, we can reduce end-use

energy consumption, effectively manage demand response, and eliminate direct carbon-

dioxide emissions in residential dwellings, while also lowering energy costs for

consumers.
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APPENDIX A: Results of Residential End-Use Energy Profile
Survey

Total number of responses is 22. The following are subset of responses from the survey.

Not all the responses are documented in this section because of sizable amount of

response data.

1. Location of survey participants.

80.00%

70.00%

60.00%

50.00%-

30.00%

20.00%

10.00%-

0. 0 0%
Masachusetts

2.

Texas

m Responses

Other (please specify)

Type of housing or building of participants.

90.00%
80.00%
70.00%-
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%

0.00%
a Responses
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of dwelling.

H-H

3. Type
60.00%

50.00%

40.00%

30.00%

20.00%

10.00%

0.00%

n Responses

Type of Window in Building.

50.00%

a Responses

Single pane Double pane Triple pane Do not know
windows windows windows

5. Thermal wall insulation in dwelling.

Any additional thermal wall insulation?
80.00%
70.00%

60.00%

50.00% R

* Responses

30.00%

20.00%

10.00%

0.00%
Yes No Notapplicable

Efficlency 1-bedroom 2-bedroom 3-bedroom 4-bedroom Nota
or more dwelling

unit

4.

40.00% I

30.00%

20.00%

10.00%

0.00%
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0 Responses

Eletrdty Natural pas Propane LPG Combination Combined
ofelectricity & electrtdty &

naturfal gas propane

7. Primary refrigerator in use in dwelling

45.00%
40.00%
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%

5.00%
0.00%

1~

4,I

1- 6P
4,

U Responses

-;

~cP

0

0
A.

d3P

Note: Majority of survey responders indicate they do not have a secondary
refrigerator.

8. Average duration of dishwasher in use.

Once a daw 3-5 times a
week

2-3timesa Onceaweek Donotusea
week dish washer

6. Cooking fuel used.
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60.00%

50.00%
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30.00%

20.00%

10.00%

0.00%
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Clothes washing appliance type.

60.00%

50.00%

40.00%

30.00%

20.00%

10.00%

0.00%
Top loading FrontIoading Do not use dothes

washer

Clothes washer utilization.

70.00%

60.00%

50.00%

40.00%

30.00%

20.00%

10.00%

0.00%
One load per 2-Sloads per 6-0lobads per 10-5 loads >15 loads per

week, week, week, per week, week

11. Duration of use of clothes dryer.

120.00%

100.00%

80.00%

60.00%

40.00%

20.00%

0.00%
Ewry time For some of the Used infrequently Do not use
dothes we oads washed clothes dryer

washed

9.

10.

0 Responses

m Responses

m

0 Responses
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12. Other appliances in use.

120.00%

100.00%

80.00%

60.00%

40.00%

20.00% U Responses

0.00%

of. 0

13. Primary heating equipment.

70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20 00%
10 -00%
0 00% m, mm, I n . MResponses

A"' %I\~

14. Proportion of heat provided by primary heating equipment.
60.00%

50.00%

40.00%

30.00%-

20.00% - Responses

10.00%

0.00%
All Aboutthree- Oosertoone4lf Do not use

fourths primary heat ng
equipment
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15. Primary water heating equipment.

80.00%

70.00%

60.00%

50.00%

40.00%

30.00%

20.00%

10.00%

U.II
Storage tank Non-storage Do not hav or Other (ple
water heater (tankless)wter usewterheting spedfy)

heater equipment

16. Main fuel source of primary water heater

80.00%
70.00%

60.00%
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40.00%
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20.00%

10.00%

0.00%
Natural ps Electricity Propane / Heating oil Do not have

LPG a water
heater

me

W Responses

Other
(please
specify)
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APPENDIX B: Thermal Building Model Parameters and Results.

Some of the survey data were used in building the thermal model. The following survey

parameters and data were employed in the simulation model.

Table B1: Model Parameter Settings for the Thermal Building Model.

Average Duiiaing size

Type of window pane

Number of household

members

Primary heating

equipment

Primary heating fuel

Water heating

equipment

Primary water heating

fuel

Building square footage

Window thermal resistance

Occupancy in building

Heating system

Fuel source

Water heating system

Water heater fuel

2503 sq. ft.

Double-pane windows

4 persons

Central warm-air

furnace

Default = Natural gas

Storage tank

Default = Natural gas

Table BI: Thermal Building Model Parameters

Simulated average daily heat load supplied to achieve thermal comfort in building at
680F is shown in following tables for the state of Massachusetts and Texas. This is
based on an average daily winter temperature per month during the winter season.

Table B2: Average Daily Temperatures for Winter Months in Massachusetts as

available from historical data.

The temperature range was determined from the high and low values and used in the

Massachusetts thermal building model.
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AVERAGE BOSTON DAILY TEMPERATURES. (*F)
High Low Median Temp Range(+/-)

October 61 47 54.0 7.0
November 52 38 45.0 7.0
December 41 28 34.5 6.5
January 36 22 29.0 7.0
February 39 25 32.0 7.0
March 45 31 38.0 7.0
Apri 56 41 48.5 7.5
May 66 50 58.0 8.0

Table B2: Historical Average Monthly Temperatures in Boston

Table B3: Average Daily Temperatures for Winter Months in Texas

historical data.

The temperature range was determined from the high and low values

Texas thermal building model.

AVERAGE HOUSTON DAILY TEMPEAUE F)

available from

and used in the

High Low Median Temp Range (+/-)
November 73 52 62.5 10.5
December 64 45 54.5 9.5
January 63 43 53.0 10.0
February 66 47 56.5 9.5
March 73 53 63.0 10.0
AprI1 80 59 69.5 10.5

Table B3: Historical Average Monthly Temperatures in Houston

The following tables are simulation results generated for various scenarios using the

MATLAB/SimulinkTM thermal model.

Table B4: Simulated Results of Heat Load and Heat Pump Energy Output in Boston.

This table shows result of simulation for specific winter day in January 2019 using outside

temperature from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). [] The table

below was generated using the following temperature data from NOAA.

" Day's low temperature - 9 deg. F

" Day's high temperature - 39 deg. F
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0 Day's median temperature - 24 deg. F

X- ~ ieNowiy h*UWOOl. bjta MbW*ChP.bget~r~w(8flhj Hiss Tar... COP SU~ f Tndu~s rF) Ta* M% 6f

0 0 0___ 0 3.32 0-Massachusetts 68 25.000000
0.5 22869.43819 0 21379.10438 3.52 0-Massachusetts 55.1600918 26.957893

1 22825.18614 10689.55219 21379.10438 3.52 0-Massachusetts 57.02991372 28.882286
1.5 22719.76415 21379.10438 21864.99312 3.6 0-Massachusetts 58.75787495 30.740251

2 22788.47628 32311.60094 22593.82622 3.72 0-Mamchusetts 60.60235808 32.500000
2.5 23085.86097 43608.51406 22593.82622 3.72 0-Massachusetts 62.60050921 34.131421

3 23311.45498 54905.42717 23869.28416 3.93 O-Massachusetts 64.35388816 35.606602
3.5 23961.55997 66840.06925 23869.28416 3.93 0-Mamchusetts 66.44928487 36.900300

4 24466.42164 78774.71132 23869.28416 3.93 0-Massachusetts 68.16195257 37.990381
4.5 24904.16346 90709.3534 23869.28416 3.9310-Masachuset 69.5695802 38.858193

5 25318.57419 102643.9955 23869.28416 3.9310.Mssschusetts 70.71131881 39.488887
5.5 0 114578.6376 0 3.93 0-Massachusetts 71.60517728 39.871673

6 17939.90031 114578.6376 23869.28416 3.93 0-Massachusetts 62.12317735 40.000000
6.5 21446.28405 126513.2796 23869.28416 3.93 0-Massachusetts 66.31886256 39.871673

7 23803.22033 138447.9217 23869.28416 3.93 0-Massachusetts 68.84261043 39.488887
7.5 25457.19991 150382.5638 23869.28416 3.93 0-Missachusetts 70.25157527 38.858193

8 26669.79039 162317.2059 23869.28416 3.93 0-Masachusetts 70.87910912 37.990381
8.5 27598.52093 174251.8479 23869.28416 3.93 0-Massachusetts 70.93432274 36.900300

9 28339.09957 186186.49 23869.28416 3.93 0.Mwsachusetts 70.55389323 35.606602
9.5 28949.78815 198121.1321 22593.82622 3.72 0-Msachusetts 69.83180362 34.131421
10 29026.61132 209418.0452 22593.82622 3.72 0-Mamschusetts 68.29511921 32.500000

10.5 29195.41782 220714.9583 21864.99312 3.6 0-Massachusetts 66.74353998 30.740251
11 29160.11949 231647.4549 21379.10438 3.52 0-Massachusetts 64.84204487 28.882286

11.5 29071.66746 242337.0071 21379.10438 3.52 0-Massachusetts 62.80857455 26.957893
12 29109.0198 253026.5593 20164.38254 3.32 0-Massachusetts 60.89674394 25.000000

12.5 28806.04128 263108.7505 20164.38254 3.32 0-Massachusetts 58.56522314 23.042107
13 28711.41003 273190.9418 20164.38254 3.3210-Massachusetts 56.52413271 21.117714

13.5 28746.47586 283273.1331 18888.92461 3.11 0-Msachusetts 54.70940948 19.259749
14 28448.64876 292717.5954 18888.92461 3.11 0-Mamchusetts 52.5823857 17.500000

14.5 28413.50497 302162.0577 18888.92461 3.11 04Massachusetts 50.90762554 15.868579
15 28547.09048 311606.52 17674.20277 2.91 0-Afssachusetts 49.59718062 14.393398

15.5 28420.15877 320443.6214 17674.20277 2.91 0-Massachusetts 48.14695222 13.099700
16 28580.4133 329280.7228 17674.20277 2.91 04assachusetts 47.25449441 12.009619

Table B4: Boston Model's Simulation Results of Heat Load and ASHP Energy Output

Table 15: Simulated Results of Heat Load and Heat Pump Energy Output in

Houston.

This table also shows result of simulation for specific winter day in January 2019 using

outside temperature from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). [

The table below was generated using the following temperature data from NOAA.

" Day's low temperature - 40 deg. F

* Day's high temperature - 65 deg. F

* Day's median temperature - 52.5 deg. F
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0 0 4.54 2-Texas 68 53.5

0.5 7853.750084 0 30368.046 5.00 2-Texas 64.8166873 55.131577

1 15184.023 5.00 2-Texas 76.28435708 56.735238

1.5 15184.023 5.00 2-Texas 71.13697033 58.283543

2 15184.023 5.00 2-Texas 68.40429796 59.75

2.5 15184.023 5.00 2-Texas 67.17323353 61.109518

3 15184.023 5.00 2-Texas 66.84546069 62.338835
3.5 15184.023 5.00 2-Texas 67.03392531 63.416917

4 15184.023 5.00 2-Texas 67.4898934 64.325318

4.5 15184.023 5.00 2-Texas 68.05308821 65.048494

5 15184.023 5.00 2-Texas 68.61913369 65.574073
5.5 15184.023 5.00 2-Texas 69.11905964 65.893061

6 15184.023 5.00 2-Texas 69.5067031 66.0
6.5 15184.023 5.00 2-Texas 69.75109739 65.893061

7 15184.023 5.00 2-Texas 69.83196013 65.574073
7.5 15184.023 5.00 2-Texas 69.73708417 65.048494

8 15184.023 5.00 2-Texas 69.46086859 64.325318
8.5 15184.023 5.00 2-Texas 69.00349105 63.416917

9 15184.023 5.00 2-Texas 68.37039031 62.338835

9.5 15184.023 5.00 2-Texas 67.57184367 61.109518

10 15184.023 5.00 2-Texas 66.62251262 59.75

10.5 15184.023 5.00 2-Texas 65.54090169 58.283543

11 6173.855486 15184.023 30368.046 5.00 2-Texas 64.34873075 56.735238

11.5 30368.046 5.00 2-Texas 75.95295048 55.131577

12 30368.046 4.54 2-Texas 69.7853514 53.5

12.5 30368.046 4.54 2-Texas 65.33937159 51.868423

13 30368.046 4.54 2-Texas 62.02230178 50.264762

13.5 8709.449631 30368.046 26359.46393 4.34 2-Texas 59.45680099 48.716457

14 43547.77796 4.34 2-Texas 68.46924042 47.25

14.5 43547.77796 4.34 2-Texas 62.42721584 45.890482

15 11040.53761 43547.77796 25084.006 4.13 2-Texas 58.27616684 44.661165

18083.27052 56089.78096 25084.006 4.13 2-Texas 65.88306229 43.583083

16 68631.78396 4.13 2-Texas 70.2540032 42.674682

Table B5: Houston Model's Simulation Results of Heat Load and ASHP Energy Output

NOTE: The blank cells indicates the model did not have a heat load for simulated building

conditions since indoor temperature in building is near or above thermal comfort setting

of 680F.

Figure BI: Monthly Median Temperatures in Boston

The chart shows historical monthly median temperatures during winter season in Boston,

Massachusetts.
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Figure BI: Monthly Median Temperatures in Boston [2)

Figure B2: Monthly Median Temperatures in Houston

The chart shows historical monthly median temperatures during winter season in

Houston, Texas.
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Figure B2: Monthly Median Temperatures in Houston [31
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Citation for Appendix B:

[1] - "Winter temperature For Every State." Current Results - Weather and Science Facts,
https://www.currentresults.com/Weather/US/average-state-temperatures-in-winter.php.
[2] - "Boston Temperatures: Averages By Month." Current Results - Weather and Science Facts,
https://www.currentresults.com/Weather/Massachusetts/Places/boston-temperatures-by-month-
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[3] - "Houston Temperatures: Averages By Month." Current Results - Weather and Science Facts,
https://www.currentresults.com/Weather/Texas/Places/houston-temperatures-by-month-average.php.
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APPENDIX C: Electrifying Cost Model Parameters and Results
Output.

Table Cl: Cost Model Parameters for Electrifying Heat

Model Parameter Description Setting

Natural gas furnace Efficiency of gas-fired furnace 75%

efficiency

Electric furnace Efficiency of electric resistance 95%

efficiency furnace

Heat pump efficiency Efficiency of air-sourced heat pump Varies with

outside

temperature

Building square footage Square footage of residential dwelling 2503 sq. feet

Seasonal energy Varies by climate zone of various 16

efficiency rating (SEER) regions in the U.S.

Purchase price of Based on sizing of equipment Varies based on

furnaces and heat pump I load

Installation costs of Based on type of heating equipment Dependent on if

furnaces and heat pump and whether it is new or replacement new vs.

replacement

Unit cost of fuel sources Cost of natural gas per BTU, and Varies by state

cost of electricity per kWh

Table C1: Cost Model Parameters for Electrifying Heat

Result outputs from model are captured below. Table C2 shows the purchase price and

installation cost of various heating equipment options. Tables C3 to C5 represents

economic data for Boston based on simulated outputs for building heat load; while Tables

C6 to C8 represents similar data set for Houston.
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Table C2: Heating Equipment Estimated Installation Costs

Natural ga furnace $2,900.00 $1,150.00 $4,050.00

Electric furnace $1,250.00 $1,500.00 $2,750.00
ASHP (Contra] warm-air w/ duct) $3,735.00 $11,224.00 $14,959.00

ASHP (Duceless miti-splt) $1,550.00 $975.00 $2,525.00

Table C2: Heating Systems Estimated Purchase Cost

Table C3: Heating Costs in Boston, Massachusetts
Table 6 MASSACHUSETTS Heating Cost$

Month 2 Median Tenperature f K Natural Gas Furnace $ Electric Resbtance Furnace ($) Heat Pump ($)
October 54.0 36.47 119.33 27.47

November 4&.0 108.86 356.22 79.37

Decemnber 34.5 178.50 584.11 147.72

January 29.0 194.24 635.63 177.17

February 32.0, 192.87 631.13 165.10

March 38.0 159.21 520.99, 124.45

Api48.51 73.70 1241.16 56.50

My58.01 81 29.01 10.98

Yowrly ""Odng COO":MMIER$341

Table C3: ASHP Heating Cost for Boston's Model Scenario

Table C4: Daily Energy Demand during Heating Period

TabTe 7 Defy Ene egy #np' da

T|ale C5: Dily CO 2 Emissions. da uingse Heaiting. PeioEsd h .Wiilt

October 54.0 23.7 18.7 4.3
Novemnber 45.0 70.6 55.7 12.4

December 34.5 115.8 91.4 23.1

January 29.0 126.0 99.5 27.7

February 32.0 125.1 98.8 25.8

March 38.0, 103.3. 81.5 19.5

Apr 48.51 47.81 37.71 8.8

Mffy 58.01 5.71 4.51 1.7

Table C4: Daily ASHP Energy Demand for Boston's Model Scenario

Table C5: Daily C02 Emissions during Heating Period

October 54.0 4.3 5.2 8.5 1.6
Novwmber 45.0 12.8 15.5 19.5 4.3
December 34.5 21.0 25.5 32.0 8.1

January 29.0 22.8 27.7 34.8 9.7
Februr 32.0 22.7 27.5 34.6 9.0
March 38.01 18.7 22.7 28.5 6.8
Apri i48.51 8.71 10.51 13.21 3.11

may 1 E33 _ 58.01 1.01 1.31 1. 0.61

Table C&: Calculated Carbon-dioxide Emissions for Boston's Model Scenario
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Table C6: Heating Costs in Texas
TbhMO TEXAC Heatir,~n Cos

Mnh Madian teapo 'OF) Natural Gas Furng",ji Woot Rob*"anc Fuwng it) N Pump
November 62.5 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

December 54.5 $19.18 $51.42 $12.23

ianuary 53.0 $29.22 $78.33 $12.31
_Febrry 56.5 $8.79 $23.57 $8.13

March 63.0$. $0.00 $0.00

Apri 69.5 $21.73 $58.24 $6.30

Table C6: ASHP Heating Cost for Houston's Model Scenario

Table C7: Daily Energy Demand during Heating Period
Table 10 PaA Enewry lnputa

November 62.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
December 54.5 174 14.5 3.5
January 53.0 26.6 22.1 3.5

February 56.5 8.0 6.7 1.7
March 63.0 0.0 000.
Ap 69.5 19.7 16.51 .78

Table C7: Daily ASHP Energy Demand for Houston's Model Scenario

Table C8: Daily CO 2 Emissions during Heating Period

Tablk 11 D CO lk& na

November 62.5----
DeCember 54.5 3.2 3.8 5.1 1.2

8January 53.0 4.8 5.8 7.7 1.2

February 56.5 1.4 1.8 2.3 0.
March 6.
Ap4 69.51 3.6 t 4.3, 5.81 0.6

Table C8: Calculated Carbon-dioxide Emissions for Houston's Model Scenario

Table C9: Household Energy Use in Massachusetts and Texas [1] [2]

The table below shows the amount of energy consumed by households in Massachusetts

and Texas based on data from EIA's Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS)

performed in 2009.

Energy Demand % Space
EIA 2009 RECS Survey Data (Btu I year) heating
Massachusetts 109,000,000 59%
Texas 77,000,000 41%

Table C9: EIA's 2009 Residential Energy Consumption for MA and TX
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Table CIO: Heating Demand (Million Btu / year) in Massachusetts and Texas

Heating Demand (Miton BTU I yar) UMppacusette Tax
Average per Household 64,310,000 31,570,000
Natural Gas 32,155,000 13,575,100
Electricity 9,646,500 16,100,700
Fuel O1 / Kerosene 17,363,700
Propane / LPG 1,028,960 1,894,200

Table CIO: Heating Demand in Massachusetts and Texas Based on EIA's 2009 RECS Data ti12

Table C11: Carbon-dioxide (kg-C02 / year) in Massachusetts and Texas based on

the Heating Demand

The table below shows the amount of Carbon-dioxide emission per year in each state

based on the heating demands in Table C1 0. The emissions amount for power generation

considered 6.2% and 6% comes from households' renewable energy consumption in

Massachusetts and Texas respectively. [3][4]

Total per Household 3,983 2,393

Natural Gas 1,706 720

ElectricIty 928 1,552
Fuel Oi/ Kerosene 1,273
Propane / LPG 75 120

Table C11: Carbon-dioxide Emissions from Heating Demand Using EIA's 2009 RECS Data V12)

Citation for Appendix C:
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[3] - "Texas State Profile Data.", EIA's Texas State Profile and Energy Estimates,
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